Clinical implications of quantitative electroencephalography and current source density in patients with Alzheimer's disease.
This study examined whether quantitative electroencephalography (qEEG) and current source density (CSD) can be used to evaluate symptom severity in Alzheimer's disease (AD) patients. Thirty AD patients (13 mild and 17 moderate severity) and 30 normal control (NC) subjects were recruited. The Korean version of the Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer's Disease Assessment Packet and the Global Deterioration Scale were measured. qEEG and CSD data were analyzed in five frequency bands: delta (1-3 Hz), theta (4-7 Hz), alpha (8-12 Hz), beta (13-25 Hz), and gamma (30-50 Hz). Compared with the NC subjects, the moderate AD patients had significantly increased theta and decreased beta power. Compared with the mild AD patients, the moderate AD patients had significantly decreased beta power. In the AD patients, the theta power was significantly correlated with a poor performance for global cognition; however, beta power was positively correlated with a good performance for global cognition, attention, memory, visuospatial function, and executive function. The CSD of the theta band in the superior temporal gyrus, transverse temporal gyrus, insula, postcentral gyrus, cuneus, and lingual gyrus was significantly different between NC subjects and moderate AD patients and between mild and moderate AD patients. The theta CSD of these regions was significantly correlated with a poor performance for global cognition, memory, visuospatial function, execution, and language. The results suggest that qEEG and the CSD of the theta and beta bands are useful biological markers in AD patients.